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6 March 2015

Market Update – Satimola Loans

Kazakhstan Potash Corporation Limited (ASX:KPC or Company) would like to advise that a US$1.5
million loan has been made available by KPC to Satimola Limited (Satimola) which has been actioned
by the KPC subsidiary in Kazakhstan, Batys Kali LLP. This loan forms a small part of loan funds
advanced by KPC to Satimola. The terms and conditions of the US$1.5 million loan has been
determined in a loan agreement dated 22 January 2015 between Batys Kali LLP (the Lender) and
Satbor LLP (the Borrower), the Satimola local Kazakhstan subsidiary and sub-soil rights holder.

Under the terms of the loan agreement, Satbor LLP must provide a list of usage of funds prior to any
funding being advanced by Batys Kali LLP. To date, Satbor LLP has provided an acceptable detailed
list after review of an initial list for usage of funds which included a breakdown of administration and
operating costs e.g, wages, rent, etc. These items have been verified and confirmed by the parties,
and the corresponding amount of US$ 117,906 was remitted by Batys Kali LLP to Satbor LLP on 17
February 2015. The balance of the available loan amount related to Satbor LLP creditors is being
verified and audited by both parties together with the relevant creditors of Satbor LLP in relation to the
quantum and reasonableness. Until completion of the verification process and to the satisfaction of all
parties, the balance of the corresponding loan amount will be remitted to Satbor LLP by Batys Kali
LLP.

KPC will engage separately with ARDIL and is looking to reach a satisfactory arrangement of US$5
million debt owed by Satimola to ARDIL as previously indicated in earlier communication between
KPC and Satimola. Equally, KPC will also engage with City Winner Holdings to reach a satisfactory
arrangement of the US$5 million owed by Satimola to City Winner Holdings.

KPC will continue to support Satimola/Satbor LLP through this process.
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